
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
A Wind in the Door by Medeleine L’Engle: Meeting report 
 
The aim of the Bad Bugs Book Club is to get people interested in science, 

specifically microbiology, by reading books (novels) in which infectious disease 

forms some part of the story. We also try to associate books, where possible, with 

some other activity or event, to widen interest, and to broaden impact. 

We have established a fairly fluid membership of our bookclub through our website 

In The Loop (www.sci-eng.mmu.ac.uk/intheloop), but we hope to encourage others 

to join, to set up their own bookclub, suggest books and accompanying activities to 

us, and give feedback about the books that they have read, using our website as the 

focus for communication. 

Our bookclub comprises both microbiologists and members of the general public. 

We felt that this would encourage some discussion on the science – accuracy, 

impact etc – as well as about the book.   

 

A Wind in the Door (1973) is the second in a series by Madeleine L’Engle. The book 

is classified as ‘young adult science fantasy’. It focuses on aspects of the cell – the 

mitochondrion in particular. 

The first book was ‘a Wrinkle in Time’, which won the Newbery medal, but was also 

apparently frequently banned). There was a 2003 movie of the first book. A movie of 

the second is ‘in development’. The series is called the ‘time quartet/quintet’, and the 

characters appear in each story encountering adventures touching on space, time, 

and relationships. In a Wind in the Door, one of the children (Charles Wallace) is ill 

with a mitochondrial disease. His mother is trying to find a cure (she has an electron 

microscope in the house); his father is tackling galactic issues. His sister Meg 

provides the focus for the story and its progression.  

One reviewer noted that the first book (1962) was famously rejected by many major 

publishers because its subject matter was believed to be too advanced for a young 

audience.’ It is a book about faith, God, physics and the fight for good’. L’Engle had 

http://www.sci-eng.mmu.ac.uk/intheloop


significant faith. ‘Tesser Well’ is a greeting developed by the author and her fans 

(‘tessering’ is bending time in order to travel vast distances in a fraction of the time). 

 

 

Meeting report 

The book had been met with some lack of enthusiasm, but our discussions were 

interesting and stimulating. It was useful to find out a little more about the author and 

the series, and the scientific thoughts that were prevalent at the time of writing each 

book. There are significant spaces between the books – in contrast to the Harry 

Potter sequence. Originally her books were compared to those of CS Lewis because 

of their religious symbolism, but hers are significantly more ‘new age’ than 

propagandist, Despite bookclub members being unaware of L’Engel and her writing 

(other than the member who introduced it), it was pointed out that the books were 

still in print. Indeed, the feel of the books were contemporary: content had not dated 

at all. 

It was noted that Lynne Margulis’ symbiotic theory (which preceded the book by a 

few years) mapped very well onto many of the concepts addressed in the story. The 

underlying theme of endosymbiotic theory, as formulated in 1966, was 

interdependence and cooperative existence of multiple procaryotic organisms; one 

organism engulfed another, yet both survived and eventually evolved over millions of 

years into eucaryotic cells. She later (with Lovelock) extended her work upwards to 

the Gaia theory and the relative importance of everything to everything else, with 

fundamentally important components being present at different scales (for example 

the fictitious farandolae in the mitochondria) – small affecting large. Non-scientists 

did not know what mitochondria were. 

There are Christian tones throughout the book: seeing God in science, and science 

in God. Meg has to ‘Name’ things in order for them to exist, and she also needs to 

find something to love within even the least likeable character. They are ‘all in it 

together’ – a Big Society moment! 

Mitochondrial disease also hit the news while we were reading the book, with a press 

release from the Department of Health (228.06.13) ‘giving all children a healthy start 

in life’ introducing innovative IVF treatment to help prevent serious mitochondrial 

disease. This is passed from mother to baby, but mitochondria replacement helps 

prevent the condition.  



Some of the bookclub members did not particularly enjoy the book -  the instant 

appearance of dragons, and the introduction of lots of language and words that were 

made up. (kything, a bit like telepathy) was not to everyone’s taste. 

We were able to talk about faith, authors contemporary to L’Engel and science. We 

would  have liked to hear what the target audience (young adults) felt about the 

book. L’Engel said that she wrote for children because the content was too difficult 

for adults to understand 

 

 

The book provided ample opportunity for discussion, but is clearly not focused on 

infectious disease...although one could argues there are several ‘bad bug’-related 

characters. This doesn’t matter. In our previous book, The Strain, we searched vainly 

for microbiology, but we did not enjoy the book: in the case of A Wind in the Door, 

the value of the writing and the book apparent – although not to all tastes. 

 

Joanna Verran 


